Sheffield Inclusion Centre’s
6 Week Case Study
“Our students are out of
mainstream education for various
reasons; they might suffer from anxiety
or other mental health issues. Others
simply just don’t like school. But our
objective is very clear: we want to get
our students back into mainstream
education.”

93%

of students completed the
programme

43%

increase in one student’s
attendance

36%

of students had 100%
attendance
“The results have been incredible.
Two of our students have recently
informed us that they want to return to
mainstream education!
With a virtual classroom, we’re able to
ensure our students receive classwork
and homework regularly, and we can
monitor their progress and give them the
support they need, so that when the time
comes, the transition back into the
classroom goes smoothly.”
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THE GOLDEN
RULES OF
Best Practice Guidelines

Personalised Learning
Pathways
Students follow a learning pathway,
tailor-made to suit their learning
needs.
These pathways are designed to match
the class’ scheme of work so that
students don’t fall behind their peers.

Behaviour Repair Work
We offer behaviour repair work lessons
for your students to follow when they
have behaved inappropriately.
These lessons address everything
Ofsted requires for behaviour work
including bullying, verbal abuse,
physical assault, persistent disruptive
behaviour, sexual misconduct,
damage, theft and racist abuse.

Safeguarding Visits
Through the “EDClass Students”
section of the dashboard you can view
a list of scheduled, due and
outstanding safeguarding visits.
There is an online editable
safeguarding questionnaire to be
completed by the staff member
visiting the off-site student.
Through the student report you can
view all previous visits and completed
safeguarding questionnaires.

MANDATORY LESSONS
All students added to EDLounge will
need to complete the following
mandatory lessons before they can
continue with their learning pathway:

BRITISH VALUES

Reintegration Meetings
Through the “Student Report” area
you can generate a printable
inspection report, ideal for
reintegration meetings.
In this report you can view what
lessons your students have
completed as well as their
attendance and lesson
performance.

SAFEGUARDING
E-SAFETY
PREVENT
Upon completing these awareness
courses, the students will receive a
certificate of achievement.

STUDENT ETIQUETTE
Students should say “Hello”
and “Goodbye” to their tutor
while using the virtual
classroom, even if that is the
only thing they say each
session.

